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1.   Introduction

 For many potential new users, the inability to know 
the operational state of cloud services or where the 
service and data themselves actually reside is a bar-
rier to introducing such services [�]. Therefore, it is 
important to inform users about what kind of process-
ing the cloud service is performing and who per-
formed what human actions and where their data is 
located [2], [3]. A traceability platform overcomes 
these non-transparency concerns by reproducing and 
displaying the chain of events from log information 
indicating human operations, file transfers, and pro-
cess activity as well as information from related sys-
tems such as authentication and equipment manage-
ment systems.

2.   Cloud forensics

The cloud forensics service (Fig. 1) is a value-
added service aimed at allowing anxious users to 
receive cloud services with confidence, as well as let-
ting cloud services providers confidently provide 
services that will satisfy users, by giving the cloud 
system the ability to explain who (or what) did what, 
as well as when, where, in what way, and with what 
result. Specifically, the cloud forensics service main-

tains evidence (logs) of events occurring in the cloud 
and links them together according the users’ or opera-
tors’ intentions to provide event verification and visu-
alization. For example, it enables checking of the 
lifecycle of a user file (creation, editing, transfer, and 
deletion) (from the user’s perspective), checking of 
which operator performed which operations on a 
user’s environment configuration (operator’s per-
spective), and verification of whether the system is 
operating according to regulations (auditor’s perspec-
tive).

For this purpose, the system must maintain trace-
able event information in the 4W�H�R (when, where, 
who, what, how, and what result) format.

3.   Traceability platform architecture

To implement such cloud forensics, we have started 
developing the Common IT Bases over Cloud Com-
puting (CBoC) cloud traceability system (CBoC 
TRX), which gathers, stores, links together, and 
refers to logs of events occurring in the cloud (IT: 
information technology). The system architecture 
consists mainly of a log-trace section, which gathers 
and normalizes large volumes of logs output from 
servers and access points; the log security section, 
which maintains the security of the logs; and the log 
operation management section, which performs log 
provisioning, which enables different logs to be 
linked and traced (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1.   Cloud forensics.
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The log-trace section processes, normalizes (map-
ping to 4W�H�R format), and stores the large volume 
of input logs. To maintain storage and data processing 
scalability, the storage of large logs can be linked to 
large-scale distributed processing infrastructures 
such as CBoC Type 2 or Hadoop*�.

To avoid dependence on a particular infrastructure 
when linking with large-scale distributed processing 
infrastructures in particular, we decided on a common 
access interface (storing and reading out) for pro-
grams being used, and infrastructures are accessed 
through adapters supporting this interface. The log-
trace section and the log security section were 
designed with a reusable component architecture, 
with uniform access interfaces between the func-
tional blocks, and with independence at the launch 
and unit operation level being maintained.

4.   Infrastructure features

Building log security, scalability, and log normal-
ization into the log infrastructure brings the following 
features to the traceability platform and improves 
usability.

4.1   Log security
Log evidence needs to be admissible. To improve 

log admissibility, three measures are taken: (�) the 
accuracy of terminal operation log timestamps for the 
Windows operating system is improved by linking to 
an NTP (network time protocol) server, (2) input logs 
(primary logs) have file-level anti-interpolation pro-
tection provided by a tamper detection function, and 
(3) input logs are normalized and complemented to 
ensure that there is sufficient information to recon-
struct actual events.

Evidence of any leakage of log data or tracing 
information is needed. To overcome one of the con-
cerns about cloud technology, which is that informa-
tion could leak to other users or operators, stored logs 
can be encrypted. Log data disclosure is also restrict-
ed according to the viewer’s authorization, and user 
names and other private information are not displayed 
except to the actual person.

4.2   Scalability
To process the large volume of logs for cloud ser-

vices, we implement scalability in the collection and 
parallel processing of log data using Flume (open 

source software) for the process of gathering logs 
from many locations, and we link to systems such as 
CBoC Type 2, Map/Reduce, and the Hadoop Distrib-
uted File System for storage and search processing.

4.3   Log normalization
Input log data (called log messages, since they are 

normally input as datagrams) is normalized by 
separating it into elements and mapping each element 
to a 4W�H�R category. If the information is insuffi-
cient for tracing at this point, the data is comple-
mented with information from other logs or other 
pre-defined external data. Log normalization has 
three effects.
(�)  Logs can be linked to support a variety of trace 

requirements.
By clearly defining the meaning of individual log 

message elements, we enable a single log message to 
be used for mapping trace-service requests for vari-
ous purposes. In this way, conventional logs output 
for specific purposes can be used to reproduce actual 
events.
(2)  Trace scopes can be extended by adding addi-

tional logs.
New logs are normalized when they are added to 

the traceability platform, so if there are log elements 
with the same meaning as elements already stored in 
the infrastructure, or if it is possible to add logs from 
a new time period or information about new services 
or functions in order to define how the logs are con-
nected, the scope of the trace can be extended tempo-
rally or spatially.
(3)  Enhance adaptability to key-value store

A fast search can be implemented for keys such as 
user or file names by storing data in the key-value 
store (KVS*2) format and by using 4W�H�R ele-
ments as key data. 

4.4   Integration into the log infrastructure
To enable the traceability platform to handle logs in 

any existing format, we made it possible in the log 
operations management section to define parsing 
rules for logs and rules mapping from log elements to 
4W�H�R elements. For this purpose, we provided a 
graphical user interface, which makes it easy to inte-
grate new logs into the infrastructure, which already 
has normalized log data.

*2 KVS is a format commonly used for Internet searching and other 
applications.

*� Hadoop: A Java software framework for distributed processing of 
large-scale data.
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5.   Trace service concept

5.1   Data tracing
The log of a user’s operations at a terminal is 

summarized and managed by CBoC TRX in 4W�H�R 
format, revealing what operations the user did on 
what files (data) (Fig. 3). This allows the record of 
what operations—creating, editing, copying, moving, 
or deleting—were done when and by whom on a 
given file.

The user can visually check the historical sequence 
of file creations, deletions, and transfers to other 
people even though the data is entrusted to the cloud 
operator, so the history of a file can be checked easily, 
including its source, where it went, or whether it was 
deleted according to requirements. In principle, for 
files passed to other people, the history is displayed 
with personal information such as file names anony-
mized, e.g., letters replaced by meaningless charac-
ters such as *, but it is also possible to suppress any 
display of this information.

5.2   Operation tracing
As with data tracing, terminal operation logs 

(4W�H�R) are also collected. The system summa-

rizes and links together both user and operator logs, 
so the relationships between operations of both can 
also be seen (Fig. 4).

Normally, it is impossible to link user logs with 
operator logs, but adding additional information that 
can be parsed and linked, such as operation logs from 
the same virtual machine or computer, enables the 
sequence of operations to be reconstructed despite 
the barrier of independence between user and opera-
tor.

Even if a cloud user’s environment is configured by 
different operators, the multiple logs from individual 
operators are linked, and the sequence of operations 
can be recognized. This also applies when a service 
system is composed of multiple services and servers. 
Using the common information in the logs enables 
operations spanning people, services, and systems to 
be rapidly linked together and understood.

6.   Future initiatives

6.1   Strengthen security
The security functions of CBoC TRX were imple-

mented from the perspective of making the logs 
admissible and preventing information leaks, but we 
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plan to strengthen them further in the future taking 
into consideration issues regarding the use of public 
information and protection of private or sensitive 
information and using additional technology such as 
long-term digital signatures and evidence record syn-
tax.

6.2   More active use of logs 
We will make improvements in log linking through 

techniques such as (�) resolving the various IDs 
(identities) of the same person on different services 
and using them to link logs and (2) integrating logs 
with other logs by recognizing the configuration 

between a physical device and logical devices. This is 
expected to meet the accountability obligations of 
cloud service providers and improve operational effi-
ciency.
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